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ARM 2019.1: Standard Evaluations (SEs) Save You Time!

Issue #3

With a click of a mouse, you can fill your protocol with standard evaluations. Use the SE Definitions table to plan and
define standard evaluations (SEs) and tasks in the current study. An SE is one or more assessment column headers saved
together to ensure consistency in planning and entering assessment data.

Where are SEs in ARM?

ARM now has a master list of commonly used SEs!
Examples of ARM SEs:
l Stand Count
l Control %
l Yield

Check out the video here!

You can also bring in past SEs from a protocol with the merge
feature. This is an easy way to “rebuild” a protocol using consistent
evaluations with a click of a mouse!

Add an SE to your Protocol

Navigate to the SE Definitions tab of the Protocol Description and
follow these steps:
1. In the SE Name field, press F9 or select the drop-down
button to view the master list of standard SEs.
2. Select an SE from the list, and review the Preview tab to see
what information is contained in that SE. This preview
updates as the selection in the list changes.
sTip: Right-click ‘Filter For’ in the SE Description column to search for a particular keyword within that column.
4. Click OK to choose the selected SE.
5. Select a Rating Timing or timings for this SE. Enter a range if the SE is to be performed at multiple timings.
For example
Enter: A1-A5 to repeat that SE for timings A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5.
Enter: A1, A3, AA, AC to repeat that SE for those timings.
6. To add additional SEs, right-click in the table then select ‘Insert Repeating Section’ and repeat the above steps.

Have you Updated to the Latest ARM Version?

When you close ARM, you will notice a “Check for Updates” window. It is important to run those
updates to get the latest features and most current version of ARM.
Please visit Products and ARM updates on our website for more information!
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SE Definitions: Build Assessment Headers

Within protocols, there are two ways to create assessment columns from the SEs defined on the SE Definitions table.
Tools - Build Headers

Note : This option is available only in protocols.

Select Tools - ‘Build Headers’ to create
assessment columns and tasks from the SEs
defined on the SE Definitions table. If multiple
Rating Timings are defined for a single SE, then
data columns and tasks will be created for each
timing defined.
For example (in blue), a 2-column SE defined for
rating timings A1-A3 will create 6 data columns (2 columns for A1, 2 columns for A2, and 2 columns for A3).
If changes are made to the SE Definitions table, select Tools - ‘Build Headers’ again and ARM will prompt whether to
delete the previously created columns and tasks before generating new ones.
Trial Assessment Data Editor (Mid-season SE additions)
In the SE Name field, press F9 or select the drop-down button to display the list of available SEs for this study. This list is
built from the SE Definitions table. Selecting an SE from the list inserts the column(s) defined in the SE.

GDM Celebrated 20 Years of Exhibiting and Training at NAICC

Thank you to the many clients who visited our booth or attended our training at NAICC in Savannah, Georgia. It is always a
wonderful experience to hear from clients!
Our two days of training were filled with great questions,
feedback and presentations on:
- New features for 2018 and 2019 updates
- Sponsor and cooperator insights
- Tips and Techniques about new and existing features
Please see "Meeting Handouts" on our website for
information that was available at the training.
If you would like a company-specific online training
please “Write to Us” located on our website!

Client Care: ARM Training

Did you know that GDM offers multiple options to help you with questions and training?
Please visit www.gdmdata.com/Support for a list of tutorials!
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